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Abstract - GSM suffers from various security weaknesses:
Just recently, Barkan, Biham and Keller presented a ciphertext-only attack on the GSM encryption algorithm AY2
which recovers the encryption key from a few dozen milliseconds of encrypted traffic within less than a second.
Furthermore, it is well-known that it is possible to mount
a man-in-the-middle attack in GSM during authentication
which allows an attacker to make a victim mobile station
authenticate itself to a fake base station which in turn
forwards the authentication traffic to the real network, thus
impersonating the victim mobile station to a real network
and vice versa.
In this paper we discuss the impact of GSM encryption
attacks, that recover the encryption key, and the man-in-themiddle attack on the security of networks, which employ
UMTS and GSM base stations simultaneously.
We suggest to protect UMTS connections from GSM
attacks by integrating an additional authentication and key
agreement on intersystem handovers between GSM and
UMTS.
Keywords - UMTS, GSM, security, handover, attack

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile telephony in general and in Europe in particular is
on the move from 2G to 3G, i.e., GSM to UMTS networks.
As long as UMTS is not in operation on a large scale,
both GSM and UMTS technologies will coexist and have
to interoperate. I.e., during the transition phase there will be
areas with GSM coverage only, areas with UMTS coverage
only and areas with both UMTS and GSM coverage. In
order to facilitate the transition from GSM to UMTS, the
UMTS standard allows subscribers to roam between UMTS
and GSM base stations depending on what is available at
their current location. Thus, subscribers can access network
services such as, for example, initiating phone calls independently of their location. Furthermore, the standard allows for
session handovers from GSM to UMTS base stations and
vice versa. This even tighter form of interoperation between
UMTS and GSM enables a subscriber to stay connected
while moving.
In order to allow for interoperation between the two
technologies, the UMTS standard implements mechanism to
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accommodate key management and authentication based on
the different security methods defined in GSM and UMTS
[l]. In particular, during session handovers between GSM
and UMTS it is defined that no new authentication between
the mobile station of the subscriber and the network takes
place. As a consequence, no new encryption and integrity
protection keys are established. Instead, the keys used prior
to the handover are simply converted into the format mandated by the new base station taking over the session. The
respective keys are sent to the new base station [I].
In this paper we show, that this conversion and transfer
of keys exposes the UMTS connection to well-known vulnerabilities of GSM, namely attacks on the GSM encryption
and a man-in-the-middle attack.
Recently, a very efficient attack on GSM encryption was
published by Barkan, Biham and Keller [2]. Their attack on
the encryption algorithm A512 allows an attacker to recover
the encryption key after catching only a few milliseconds of
encrypted traffic. It is furthermore well-known, that GSM is
vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle attack by means of which
an attacker can impersonate a valid base station to the user
and the user to the network at the same time [3], [2].
In this paper we describe the impact of GSM encryption
attacks on UMTS connections before and after handovers
between GSM and UMTS and show how a GSM man-inthe-middle attack can be carried over to UMTS because
of handover procedures. We furthermore propose countermeasures which allow to protect UMTS connections from
GSM attacks by integrating an additional authentication and
key agreement on intersystem handovers between GSM and
UMTS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First, we
describe the authentication and key management mechanisms defined in GSM and UMTS including key generation
and usage during handover. Then, we briefly summarize the
known results on GSM encryption attacks and the wellknown GSM man-in-the-middle attack. The main focus of
the paper is Section V which discusses the impact of both
attack types on the security of interoperating GSM/UMTS
networks. In Section VI we propose countermeasures to
thwart the vulnerabilities. We conclude the paper with a brief
summary.
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A. Authentication and Key Management in GSM
In GSM, every subscriber shares a long term secret key
Ki with its home network. This key is used to authenticate
the mobile station to the visited network and to generate
session keys used to encrypt the mobile communication.
The Authentication Center (AuC) in the home network
generates authentication vectors consisting of a challenge
response pair (RANDG,RESG)and an encryption key Kc.
On request, the home network sends an autlhentication vector
to the mobile switching center (MSC) in thle visited network.
In order to authenticate the mobile station, the mobile
switching center (MSC) in the visited network sends the
challenge RANDG to the mobile station. The mobile station
uses the challenge RANDG and the long term secret key
Ki to generate the authentication response RES; and the
encryption key K c and sends RES; back to the MSC. The
MSC compares the response of the mobille station with the
expected response RESG. After a successful authentication
the MSC sends the encryption key K c to the base station
serving the mobile station. Subsequently, the base station and
the mobile station use K c to encrypt their communication.
The GSM authentication procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1.
For a detailed description of the GSM aut hentication please
refer to [4].
The encryption key K c is 64 bits long and is used as
long as no new authentication takes place. How often a new
authentication takes place is left to the network operator.
The GSM standard only defines situations in which the
operator may demand a new authentication, e.g., before
mobile originated calls or during location updates [4]. Thus,
the same encryption key may stay in use for a very long
time, e.g., subsequent calls.
The encryption algorithm used in GSM is a stream cipher
of the algorithm family AS. Currently AS10 (no encryption),
A511 (standard encryption), A512 (weaker version of ASJ1)
and A513 (similar to the KASUMI algorithm used in UMTS)
are defined [4]. During security setup (which directly follows
authentication), the mobile station and the network agree
upon the algorithm to be used. First, the mlobile station sends
its security capabilities to the network. Then, the base station
selects one of the encryption algorithms the mobile station
is capable of and informs the mobile station of its choice.

Kc

Kc

Fig. 1
Authentication and Key Agreement in GSM

The encryption key K c is independent of the choice of the
encryption algorithm.

B. Authentication and Key Management in UMTS
The authentication and key management in UMTS is
based on the same principles as in GSM. Every subscriber
shares a long term secret key with its home network which
is used to authenticate the mobile station to the network and
to generate the secret session keys. As in GSM, the home
network generates authentication vectors. A visited network
can request an authentication vector for a mobile station from
its home network in order to authenticate the mobile station.
Unlike in GSM, UMTS networks also provide a mechanisms, the so-called authentication token AUTN, to protect
the mobile station against attackers trying to impersonate a
valid network to the mobile station. During authentication,
the MSC of the visited network sends the authentication
challenge together with the authentication token to the
mobile station. The token contains a sequence number. Upon
receipt of the token, the mobile station checks whether the
sequence number is in the right range. This protection is
often referred to as network authentication. If the authentication token is in the right range, the mobile station computes
the authentication response RESu and the encryption and
integrity protection keys C K and I K . The mobile station
sends RESu back to the MSC. The MSC checks the
correctness of RESu.
While this protection works well in UMTS-only networks
it is shown in [SI that it is not effective in interoperating
UMTSJGSM networks.
The encryption and integrity keys are both 128 bits long
and as such are twice as long as the GSM key. The UMTS
authentication is illustrated in Fig. 2 and described in more
detail in [l] Unlike in GSM, there are counters in UMTS on
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Authentication and Key Agreement in UMTS

how many packets have been encrypted (integrity protected)
with the same encryption (integrity) key. As soon as one of
the counters exceeds an operator-set limit, a new authentication is enforced immediately before the next connection to
a base station.
To date, only one encryption algorithm is defined for
UMTS. It is a stream cipher based on the block cipher
KASUMI. The integrity protection is based on the same
cipher [6].
In both GSM and UMTS authentications are carried out
between the mobile station and the MSC. In GSM the
encryption is employed between a mobile station and a
base station. In UMTS the encryption reaches a bit further
back into the backbone network, namely the radio network
controller (RNC) which is located between the base station
and the MSC. In order to simplify explanations for the
remainder of this paper we will nevertheless refer to the
UMTS base station as the end point of the encryption.
C. Authentication and Key Management in Interoperating
UMTS and GSM Networks
In interoperating GSWUMTS networks, UMTS and GSM
base stations are in operation at the same time. Some areas of
either the home or visited network may have both GSM and
UMTS coverage, others may have UMTS coverage or GSM
coverage only. In order to be able to connect to whatever
base station is available at a current location, a subscriber's
mobile station must support both the GSM radio interface
and the UMTS radio interface. Throughout this paper we

assume that all subscribers are equipped with mobile stations
of this kind.
While the smart card of a GSM subscriber is a Subscriber
Identity Module (SIM) the UMTS subscriber's smart card is
a User Services Identity Module (USIM).
While the UMTS encryption and integrity protection
algorithms are implemented on the mobile unit itself, the
longterm secret GSM (UMTS) key Ki and the algorithms for
the generating the GSM (UMTS) authentication responses
are part of the SIM (USIM) card. As detailed earlier, these
algorithms and keys are different for the two types of smart
cards. The GSM encryption algorithm is also implemented
on the SIM card and can be implemented on the USIM card
as well. UMTS subscribers can only connected to GSM base
stations if their USIM supports the GSM encryption and
authentication algorithm.
On the network side, base stations are connected to the
operator's backbone network via mobile switching center
(MSC). There are two types of MSCs. The old type of
MSCs (2G MSCs), to which only GSM base stations can
be connected to and the new type of MSCs (3G MSCs)
to which UMTS base stations and GSM base stations can
be connected to. GSM base stations only support GSM
encryption and UMTS base stations only support UMTS
integrity protection and encryption. 2G MSCs only support
the GSM authentication algorithm while 3G MSCs support
both GSM authentication and UMTS authentication.
Combining the different types of smart cards, types of
serving base station and types of MSCs leads to a number
of different authentication scenarios in order to allow for
roaming of mobile stations:
Case 1: A GSM subscriber is authenticated via a GSM base
station, which is connected to a a 2G or 3G MSC.
This is the standard GSM scenario as described in Fig. 1 . For
GSM subscribers the authentication procedure is the same
for both types of MSCs.
Case 2: A GSMsubscriber is authenticated via a UMTS base
station, which is connected to a 3G MSC.
In this case a GSM subscriber connects to the network
via a UMTS base station. The visited network requests
a GSM authentication vector (RANDG,Kc,RESG) from
the home network. The MSC and the mobile station perform the GSM authentication as described in Fig. 1. The
UMTS base station simply forwards the GSM authentication
messages. The MSC sends RANDG to the mobile station
(via the UMTS base station). The mobile station generates
the authentication response RAND; and the encryption
key Kc from RANDG and the longterm secret key Ki.
Then, the mobile station sends RAND; back to the MSC
which compares RAND; to RANDG. The authentication
is deemed successful, if the two values match.
After a successful authentication the mobile station and
the MSC convert the established GSM key Kc into UMTS
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Case 3: A UMTS subscriber is authenticoted via a UMTS
base station, which is connected to a 3G A4SC.
This is the case described in Fig.2, where a UMTS subscriber authenticates himself to a UMTS-only network.
Case 4: A UMTS subscriber is authenticated via a GSM base
station, which is connected to a 3G MSC.
In this case a UMTS subscriber is connected to a GSM base
station and this GSM base station is connected to a 3G
MSC. Since the 3G MSC supports UMTS authentication,
the UMTS authentication can be carried out as described in
Fig. 2. The GSM base station forwards the UMTS authentication traffic transparently.
After completing authentication the mobile station and the
MSC convert the generated UMTS keys IJY and C K into a
GSM key Kc:

The visited network requests a GSM authentication vector
from the home network. The home network first generates a UMTS authentication vector and then converts it
into a GSM authentication vector. The GSM authentication challenge and the UMTS authentication challenge are
the same, i.e., RANDG = RANDv. The 32 bit GSM
authentication response RESG is generated from the 128
bit UMTS authentication response RESu by splitting the
UMTS response into four 32 bit values such that RESu =
RESV,I IRESU,I IRESV, I IRESv, and computing

RESG = ~ ~ ( R E S ~ J )
= RESv, @ RESU, €B RESU, @ RE&,
The GSM encryption key is derived as in equation3:

K C= C Q ( C KI K
, )
The home network forwards the GSM authentication vector
to the visited network. The MSC in turn sends the authentication challenge to the mobile station which itself generates
the GSM authentication information following the above
mentioned procedure. This is followed by the remainder of
the standard GSM authenticationprocedure. After successful
completion of the authentication the GSM encryption key
Kc is used to encrypt the traffic between the mobile station
and the GSM base station.
111. KEY CONVERSION DURING INTERSYSTEM
HANDOVERS

, ) = C K 1 @CK2 @ I K 1 @IK2, (3)
K C= c ~ ( C KI K
where C K and I K are each split into CK1, CK2 IK1 and
IK2 with length 64 bits each, such that C K = CK1IICK2
and I K = I K l ( ( I K 2 .
The mobile station and the GSM base station subsequently
use Kc to encrypt the traffic (see Fig.4).
Case 5: A UMTS subscriber is authenticated via a GSM base
station, which is connected to a 2G MSC.
Since a 2G MSC does not support UMTS authentication,
a UMTS subscriber can be authenticated by a 2G MSC
if and only if the USIM supports the GSM authentication
algorithm.

The focus of the last section was on roaming between

GSM and UMTS networks which allows a subscriber to use
services independently of his location, e.g., initiate a call.
In addition to roaming the UMTS standard also supports
session handovers which allow a subscriber to continuously
use a service while moving, e.g., move while calling someone. In an interoperating GSMAJMTS network such session
handovers can not only occur from UMTS to UMTS base
stations, or GSM to GSM base stations but also from UMTS
base stations to GSM base stations and vice versa. In the
following we discuss how the communication between a
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mobile station and the new base station is protected after
a handover occurred.
On handover between two UMTS base stations, the currently used encryption and integrity keys are sent to the new
base station system and are reused after handover.
Similarly, upon handover between two GSM base stations,
the GSM encryption key is sent to the new base station
and reused for encryption after handover. However, the
encryption algorithm used after handover may be different
from the one used before handover, e.g., if the new base
station does not support the encryption algorithm used before
handover. The new algorithm to be used is indicated to the
mobile station as part of the handover command message.
On intersystem handovers from a UMTS base station to a
GSM base station the UMTS keys IK and C K are converted
into a GSM key K c using the conversion function e3 (see
equation 3). AS the GSM base station does not support the
UMTS encryption and integrity protection after handover to
GSM, Kc is used for encryption. This is independent of the
subscriber type.
On intersystem handovers from a GSM base station to
a UMTS base station we have to distinguish between three
different cases: If a GSM subscriber is to be handed over, the
GSM key is converted into UMTS keys using the conversion
functions c4 and c5 respectively (see equations 1 and 2).
If a UMTS subscriber is to be handed over and the GSM
base station is connected to a 2G MSC, the currently used
GSM key Kc is converted into UMTS keys C K and I K
using the conversion functions c4 and e5 respectively (see
equations 1 and 2).
If on the other hand the GSM base station is connected
to a 3G MSC, then the MSC has a copy of the UMTS keys
that were generated during the last authentication. The MSC
then simply forwards these original UMTS keys to the new
UMTS base station during handover.
Note, that subsequent key conversions from GSM to
UMTS and back to GSM retrieve the original GSM key:

~ 3 ( ~ 4 ( Kcc~)(, K c =
) )K c

Moreover, if encryption was disabled before handover, it will
stay disabled after handover.

IV. GSM ATTACKS
A. Attacks on GSM Encryption
The GSM encryption algorithms A511 and A512 were
originally kept secret. However, in 1994 a sketch of the
design of A511 was leaked. In 1999 Briceno, Goldberg and
Wagner [7] reverse engineered the exact design of both
algorithms. Since then various attacks on the algorithms were
published. The first publicly available cryptanalysis of A511
was published by Golic in 1997 [8]. Other attacks soon
followed in [9], [lo] and [ll]. For A512 Goldberg et al.
[12] first devised a known plain-text attack which requires
the attacker to know the XOR of two plain-texts that are
exactly 211 frames apart. Subsequently, Petrovic et al. [13]
proposed an attack which allows to predict the key stream
produced by A512 from the knowledge of a few hundred
known ciphertextlplaintext bit pairs. The strongest attack
on A512 known to date was described by Biham, Barkan
and Keller [2]. The cipher-text-only attack requires only a
few milliseconds of encrypted voice traffic (4 frames) to
be passively intercepted by the attacker in order to allow
the recovery of the corresponding encryption key K c within
less than a second. The attack works because encryption
is applied after error correction. This leads to known linear
relationships between the plain-text bits to be encrypted. The
authors also describe three active attacks that use the A512
attack to break the encryption if A511 or A513 are used.
In the following we concentrate on the type of encryption
attacks (such as the A512 attack of Biham, Barkan and
Keller) which recover the encryption key Kc. The impact o f
encryption attacks that merely predict the key stream output
of a GSM encryption algorithm is not studied in this paper.
B. Man-in-the-Middle Attack

GSM is vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle attack which
allows an attacker to impersonate a false base station to a
victim mobile station and to impersonate the victim to a
real network at the same time [3]. In order to mount this
attack, the attacker forces the mobile station to connect to
a fake base station by broadcasting the network number
of the subscriber’s home network. If the mobile station
is in stand-by mode, it will always connect to the base
station it receives best. Thus, the attacker can make the
mobile station connect to him by drowning any present real
base station. After connection set-up, the fake base station
impersonates the mobile station to the network by resending
the identity information it received from the mobile station.
In the subsequent authentication process the attacker simply
forwards the authentication traffic between the mobile station
and the real network. By sending false information about
its encryption capabilities to the network, the attacker can
disable the encryption between himself and the network. By
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requesting to turn off encryption the attacker can also disable
the encryption between the mobile station and the fake base
station. This attack not only allows the attacker to eavesdrop
on the communication between the mobile station and the
network but also to insert and modify traffic.

v.

IMPACT OF GSM ATTACKSON INTEROPERATING
GSMIUMTS NETWORKS,

A. Impact of Encryption Attacks
In this section we will now discuss how an attack that
recovers the GSM encryption key (like the A512 attack
described above) influences the network sec:urityin networks
where both GSM and UMTS technologies are available
simultaneously. As discussed earlier, these kind of networks
already exist and will continue to exist until the last GSM
subscriber has updated his subscription to a UMTS subscription and the last base station that is capable of GSM only
has been replaced.
In the following we analyze the impact of the attack and
intersystem handover procedures for the different combinations of subscriber type, handover to or from UMTS and
type of MSC.
Case 1: A GSM subscriber is authenticated in a GSM
network and is handed over to UMTS.
During GSM authentication, the encryption key Kc was
generated on the SIM card as well as in the home network. It
was used to protect the communication between the mobile
station and the GSM base station. Upon handover to UMTS,
the mobile station and the new MSC convert K c into the
UMTS keys I K and C K using the conversion functions c4
and c5. If the MSC before handover is 3G MSC, it is this
MSC which converts the GSM key and sends it to the new
MSC. If the old MSC is a 2G MSC, the GSM key is sent to
the new MSC which then converts the GSM key into UMTS
keys.
If an attacker can break the GSM encryption algorithm
used before handover, then the attacker knows the encryption
key Kc. She can then also convert Kc into the UMTS keys
using c4 and c5 and thus break the UMTS encryption and
integrity protection after handover. The attacker can then
eavesdrop on the communication between the mobile station
and the base station and can insert and manipulate traffic
between them.
Case 2: A GSM subscriber is authenticated in a UMTS
network and is handed over to GSM.
During authentication, the GSM encryption key Kc was
generated on the SIM card and in the home network. The
MSC of the visited network and the mobile station both
converted K c into the UMTS keys I K = cg(Kc) and
C K = c ~ ( K c )The
. UMTS keys were used to encrypt
and integrity protect the communication between the mobile
station and the UMTS base station before handover. Upon
handover to GSM, the original encryption key Kc is recovered in the mobile station and in the old 'MSC by means of

c3(CK,IK) = c ~ ( c ~ ( K c ) , c ~ (=KKc c) )and sent to the
GSM base station.
If an attacker can break the GSM encryption algorithm
used after handover, i.e., she can recover the GSM encryption
key Kc she can also compute the UMTS keys I K and
C K used before handover using the conversion functions
c4 and c5. If the attacker has recorded the communication
between the UMTS base station and the mobile station
before handover she can now decrypt the recorded traffic.
Case 3: A UMTS subscriber is authenticated in a UMTS
network and is handed over to a GSM base station, that is
connected to a 3G MSC.
During authentication, the UMTS keys I K and C K were
generated on the USIM and in the home network. These
keys were used before handover. Upon handover to a GSM
base station, the keys are converted into a GSM key K c
by means of cg(IK,C K ) = CK1 @ CK2 @ IK1 @ IKz
in both the mobile station and the old MSC. The GSM key
and the UMTS keys are transfered from the old 3G MSC to
the new 3G MSC. The 3G MSC stores the UMTS keys for
subsequent handovers back to UMTS. The GSM encryption
key K c is used to encrypt the communication between the
mobile station and the GSM base station after handover.
If an attacker can break the encryption algorithm used
after handover, i.e., recovers the encryption key Kc then
this the knowledge of K c leaks 64 bits of information of
the 256 bit UMTS keys used before handover.
Case 4: A UMTS subscriber is authenticated via a UMTS
base station and is handed over to a GSM base station, that
is connected to a 2G MSC.
During authentication, the UMTS keys were generated on
the USIM card and in the home network. Before handover,
the UMTS keys were used to secure the communication
between the mobile station and the old MSC. Upon handover
to GSM, the keys are converted in the mobile station and
in the old MSC to a GSM key K c using the conversion
function c3. Kc is then transfered from the old 3G MSC to
the new 2G MSC. Unlike in case3 the UMTS keys are not
transfered.
Breaking the GSM encryption after handover again reveals
64 bit of the UMTS key material to the attacker.
Case 5: A UMTS subscriber is authenticated via a GSM base
station that is connected to a 2G MSC and is then handed
over to a UMTS base station.
Since the 2G MSC is not able to perform a UMTS
authentication, the mobile station and the home network have
to perform a GSM authentication. During this authentication
the UMTS keys I K and C K were generated on the USIM
card as well as the home network and immediately converted
into the GSM key K c using c3. Upon handover to UMTS,
the GSM key K c is converted into UMTS keys IK' =
c5(Kc)and CK' = cq(Kc).These keys are different from
the keys I K and C K that were generated on the USIM card
during authentication.
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If an attacker can recover the GSM encryption key Kc
before handover, she can use K c to compute the UMTS keys
IK* and C K * .Thus, the encryption and integrity protection
after handover are broken. Moreover, handover reveals 64
bits of information of the UMTS keys I K and C K generated
during authentication.
Case 6: A UMTS subscriber is authenticated via a GSM base
station that is connected to a 3G MSC and is then handed
over to a UMTS base station.
Since the 3G MSC can carry out a UMTS authentication,
the mobile station and the home network perform such a
UMTS authentication. The GSM base station transparently
forwards the authentication traffic. During the authentication,
the UMTS keys were generated on the USIM card and in the
home network. After a successful authentication, the UMTS
keys are converted into a GSM encryption key Kc using
the conversion function c3. Instead of converting the GSM
key into a UMTS key upon handover to UMTS, the original
UMTS keys stored in the MSC are transfered from the old
MSC to the new MSC and from the new MSC to the UMTS
base station.
An attacker who can recover the GSM encryption key Kc
can thus only learn of 64 bits of information of the UMTS
key material used after handover.
In summary this analysis shows that for GSM subscribers a
single handover to GSM breaks all pre-handover and posthandover UMTS communication. For UMTS subscribers a
handover to a GSM base station that is connected to a 3G
MSC reveals 64 bits of information of the key material used
in pre-handover or post-handover UMTS communication. In
case of a handover to a 2G MSC the impact is even worse: a
single handover to a GSM base station, that is connected to
a 2G MSC breaks the encryption and integrity protection of
all pre-handover and post-handover UMTS communication.

B. Impact of the Man-in-the-Middle Attack
A man-in-the-middle attack as described in Section IV-B
can occur on any GSM authentication. As GSM subscribers
as well as UMTS subscribers can connect to GSM base
stations and be authenticated in GSM style, both types of
subscribers are vulnerable to the attack.
Assume that a subscriber has caught a man-in-the-middle
attacker and the attacker as well as the mobile station move
out of range of the serving GSM base station to which the
attacker originally impersonated the victim. As described
earlier, the attacker has disabled the encryption between
himself and the network as part of the attack. Consequently,
upon handover to IJMTS the encryption is not enabled
because it was disabled before handover. However, in order
for the man-in-the-middle attack to carry over to UMTS, the
attacker has to master the integrity protection of the signaling
messages between the mobile station and the UMTS base
station which is started right after handover. (As discussed

earlier, the integrity protection algorithm is implemented on
the mobile phone of the subscriber.)
In order for the attacker to continue to impersonate the
victim mobile station to the network, the attacker has to
sent correctly integrity protected messages to the network.
The attacker cannot generate these messages herself, but
can force the mobile station to generate them instead: the
attacker simulates a handover to a UMTS base station to the
mobile station by impersonating the GSM base station and
the UMTS base station at the same time. The attacker sends a
handover command to the mobile station that tells the mobile
station to connect to the fake UMTS base station. Depending
on whether the last authentication was a GSM authentication
or the last authentication was a UMTS authentication, the
subscriber either converts the GSM key into UMTS keys or
activates the stored UMTS keys for use after handover. Since
the mobile station will integrity protect the messages, the
attacker only needs to transparently forward these messages
to the real UMTS base station.
Note that the impact of this attack differs from the impact
of the encryption attacks. A man-in-the-middle attack does
not depend on any type of broken encryption algorithm and
thus always negatively impacts interoperating UMTWGSM
networks.
VI. COUNTERMEASURES
In order to protect from the A512 attack in general,
the 3GPP currently discusses to disable A5l2. While this
would protect from the concrete threat of the attack to GSM
networks and from the impact of the attack on interoperating UMTS/GSM networks, the threat of similar attacks
recovering the encryption key on interoperating UMTSIGSM
networks will remain. Furthermore, disabling AY2 does not
protect from carrying over man-in-the-middle attacks from
GSM to UMTS.
Instead, we propose the integrating of an additional UMTS
authentication and key agreement procedure in connection
with intersystem handovers in order to secure the UMTS
part of the network against GSM encryption attacks. Newly
generated UMTS keys have no known relation to a broken
GSM key and a newly generated GSM key does not reveal
any information about formerly used UMTS keys.
Furthermore, the additional UMTS authentication also
prevents man-in-the-middle attacker to be carried over from
GSM to UMTS since the authentication between a UMTS
base station and a UMTS subscriber is secure against manin-the-middle attacks.
Upon handover from UMTS to GSM the new authentication is to be carried out while the subscriber is still
connected to a UMTS base station. I.e., a new authentication
is performed, whenever a subscriber enters a UMTS cell, that
is a border cell to a GSM part of the network. If the newly
generated keys are UMTS keys, the mobile station and the
3G MSC convert them into a GSM key Kc using c3. The
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mobile station and the serving 3G MSC store this key until
the actual handover to GSM takes place. Upon handover to
GSM the old MSC transfers the key to the new MSC which
in turn forwards it to the base station.
In the case of a handover from GSM to UMTS where
the GSM base station is connected to a 3G MSC, the new
authentication can be carried out before the actual handover.
In this case the MSC can initiate an authentication as soon as
the mobile station enters the cell. Since the 3G MSC can do
a UMTS authentication it can authenticate the mobile station
using the respective procedure as described in Section 11-C.
Upon handover the newly established keys are sent to the
UMTS base station.
In case of a handover from GSM to LJMTS where the
GSM base station is connected to a 2G MSC, the 2G MSC
is not capable of performing a UMTS authentication. Authenticating before handover does therefore not protect form
a man-in-the-middle attack. Instead the new authentication
must take place right after the handover. While this implies
that an attacker can eavesdrop on the first few seconds of the
connection to the UMTS network, the attacker will be shut
out as soon as the authentication is successfully completed.
In order to avoid unnecessary authentications, sophisticated methods can be used to determine whether a mobile
station that is currently located in a GSM clell is really going
to be handed over to UMTS [14].
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described the impact of GSM
encryption and man-in-the-middle attacks on the security of
interoperating UMTSIGSM networks.
We have shown, that for GSM subscriblers a single handover to GSM breaks all pre-handover aind post-handover
UMTS communication. For UMTS subscribers a handover
to a GSM base station that is connecteld to a 3G MSC
reveals 64 bits of information of the key material used in
pre-handover or post-handover UMTS cornmunication. The
impact of a handover to a 2G MSC is even worse as a single
handover to a GSM base station breaks the encryption and
integrity protection of all pre-handover and post-handover
UMTS communication.
Furthermore, we have discussed that haridover procedures
allow man-in-the-middle attacks to be transfered from GSM
to UMTS.
In order to thwart the attacks we hLave proposed to
carry out an additional authentication and key agreement in
connection with intersystem handovers.
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